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As I address the incoming class of graduate students, I would like to set you
at ease with a joke. When I tried this joke out on our graduate chair, he was
horrified, and told me not to use it because it was too negative. The joke I was
going to tell was something like this:

Many movies about the college experience begin with the dean
telling the students “Look left and right. Half of you won’t be here
in four years. Of course, I’m exaggerating...”

I managed to flip this quote over into a more positive version:

The dean tells the students “Look left and right. Half of you will
be here in four years. Of course, I’m exaggerating...”

Despite my choice of jokes, it turns out it was too late for the graduate chair to
replace me, so let’s get (somewhat prematurely!) into the question of the career
options that lie on the other side of your graduate school experience.

1 The Mathematics Genealogy Page

Presumably, you have all started graduate school here with the intention of
attaining a PhD degree. You might not realize that the PhD degree in mathe-
matics has a long, even ancient, history, which amounts to a kind of enormous
family tree. It is (partially) recorded in the Mathematics Genealogy Project,
available at:

https://genealogy.math.ndsu.nodak.edu/

which opens as follows:
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Mathematics Genealogy Project

A service of the NDSU

Department of

Mathematics, in association

with the American

Mathematical Society.

The Mathematics Genealogy Project is in need of funds to help pay for student help and other associated costs. If you would like to

contribute, please donate online using credit card or bank transfer or mail your tax-deductible contribution to:

Mathematics Genealogy Project

Department of Mathematics

North Dakota State University

P. O. Box 6050

Fargo, North Dakota 58108-6050

Home

Search

Extrema

About MGP

Links

FAQs

Posters

Submit Data

Contact

Donate

Quick Search Search

Advanced Search

295844 records as of 29 August 2023
View the growth of the genealogy project

Search About MGP Links FAQs Posters Submit Data Contact

Welcome! - The Mathematics Genealogy Project https://genealogy.math.ndsu.nodak.edu/

1 of 1 8/29/23, 08:53

By typing a name into the search box, we can track down any person whose
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PhD has been recorded.

Mathematics Genealogy Project

A service of the NDSU

Department of

Mathematics, in association

with the American

Mathematical Society.

The Mathematics Genealogy Project is in need of funds to help pay for student help and other associated costs. If you would like to

contribute, please donate online using credit card or bank transfer or mail your tax-deductible contribution to:

Mathematics Genealogy Project

Department of Mathematics

North Dakota State University

P. O. Box 6050

Fargo, North Dakota 58108-6050

Home

Search

Extrema

About MGP

Links

FAQs

Posters

Submit Data

Contact

Donate

Michael J. Neilan
MathSciNet

Ph.D. University of Tennessee - Knoxville 2009

Dissertation: Numerical Methods for Fully Nonlinear Second Order Partial

Differential Equations

Mathematics Subject Classification: 65—Numerical analysis

Advisor: Xiaobing Feng

Students:

Click here to see the students listed in chronological order.

Name School Year Descendants

Liu, Haoran University of Pittsburgh 2022

Otus, Muharrem University of Pittsburgh 2022

Sap, Duygu University of Pittsburgh 2017

Wu, Mohan University of Pittsburgh 2019

Zytoon, Ahmed University of Pittsburgh 2021

According to our current on-line database, Michael Neilan has 5 students and

5 descendants.

We welcome any additional information.

If you have additional information or corrections regarding this mathematician, please use the

update form. To submit students of this mathematician, please use the new data form, noting this

mathematician's MGP ID of 126095 for the advisor ID.

Search About MGP Links FAQs Posters Submit Data Contact

Michael Neilan - The Mathematics Genealogy Project https://www.mathgenealogy.org/id.php?id=126095

1 of 1 8/29/23, 08:57
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and now you can see where and when he got his PhD, the title of his thesis,
the PhD students he advised, and the name of his own advisor. By clicking on
that advisor’s name, you can go back one generation. By repeatedly doing that,
you can go back in time and you will run across some very famous names in
mathematics.

In one sense, graduate school is about getting your name onto this same list,
by choosing an advisor and a topic, and working hard to write a suitable thesis!

2 Where Are Pitt Math Graduates Employed?

So let’s jump ahead and suppose you have gotten your PhD from the University
of Pittsburgh, writing a dissertation in some area of mathematics. Where do
our students go next? The Department maintains a record of the first job taken
by PhD graduates. Take a look at it, to get a real surprise at the range of
dissertation areas, the variety of companies that hired our graduates, and the
way that a dissertation topic often seems to have little to do with the job that
was found.

This job information is currently available at

University of Pittsburgh

Department of Mathematics

Graduate

Graduate Employment

or

https://www.mathematics.pitt.edu/graduate/graduate-employment
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Looking at this information, you will see that a large number of our grad-
uates go to various banks and financial companies. (This suggests it’s worth
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while to look into courses in probability, statistics, financial math, or actuarial
science.) Some others have gone to various technical companies (so that some
programming experience might be useful). A minority of our students went into
academic positions, and in most cases their first job was not as an assistant
professor, but rather as a post-doctoral student. This is an intermediate posi-
tion between graduate school and a professorial job, lasts from 1 to 3 years, and
involves yet another job search at the conclusion. A post-doc is a typical step
towards getting a professorship at a research university.

3 Non-academic or “Applied Math” jobs

Within the academic mathematics world, “applied math” has a particular mean-
ing, but outside of academics, every mathematics job is considered to be an
applied mathematics job, that is, mathematics applied to whatever it is our
company wants you to do. Except for universities, there are essentially no com-
panies that will pay you to sit in a room, drink coffee, and think your own
thoughts.

You probably don’t realize the incredible variety of companies which hire
mathematics professionals. SIAM (the Society for Industrial and Applied Math-
ematics) publishes a booklet Careers in the Mathematical Sciences which de-
scribes XX people working at various companies, gives their educational history,
current salary, job title and duties, and allows them to speak about what it’s
like to work there.

The booklet is currently available at

SIAM.org

Careers

Resources

Careers in Math Sciences

Careers Brochure

or

https://www.siam.org/Portals/0/Student%20Programs/Thinking%20of%20a

%20Career/Careers%20Brochure%202022.pdf
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Note that SIAM is hosting an online Career Fair on October 11, for SIAM
members. The Mathematics Department can nominate a certain number of
students for a free membership, and this is an excellent way to start investigating
the future job market!

SIAM also maintains lists of internships, fellowships, and job opportunities.

The American Mathematical Society and the Mathematical Association of
America also provide career information. There is a joint AMS/MAA meeting
to be held in San Francisco January 3-6 which traditionally includes on site job
interviews for many academic positions, often at smaller teaching universities,
and particularly of interest for fresh PhD students.

4 Applying for academic jobs through mathjobs

The American Mathematical Society maintains the mathjobs program, which is
used to post job announcements from universities, applications from job seekers,
and recommendation letters from designated references. Except for smaller
colleges and teaching schools, jobs at almost all levels will appear here. Most
jobs announcements appear starting in September, and applicants are typically
encouraged to apply, and supply all information, by the end of December. In
January, committees often choose about three candidates, who are invited for
interviews, and then an offer is made in early spring.

Even before you are ready to look for a position, it’s useful to search mathjobs

to see how many jobs are open, where they are, what levels and areas of spe-
cialization are of interest.

When you are ready to make an application, there are a number of items
you will be asked for, including a cover letter, curriculum vita (CV), teaching,
research, and diversity statements, and the names of people who will supply
letters of reference. It’s a good idea to start a CV now, so that you can grad-
ually add new items to it as your graduate career proceeds, including awards,
internships, fellowships, conference talks, papers, and other items whose details
you might forget later.

To apply for a job requires creating an account, but anyone can look at the
job postings immediately, by going to

https://www.mathjobs.org/jobs

and choosing

Login to MathJobs.org

...as a job applicant

View Jobs (appears at top of screen)

JobListings [by country/state]
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At the top of the list you will see US states, with the number of jobs in paren-
theses.

Picking a state gives you the current list.
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Clicking on any job abbreviation in square brackets will give you the full details
about the job and what you have to do to apply.

Note that there are a number of universities in the Pittsburgh area, and it
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might be easy to pick up a summer instructorship or find out about future job
openings by stopping by. These include Carlow, Chatham, CMU, Duquesne, La
Roche, Point Park, and Robert Morris, and of course Pitt. Note that both Pitt
and Penn State have a number of nearby branch campuses, for example in New
Kensington and Greensburg, which might also be worth looking into.

5 Applying for non-academic jobs

As you should guess from the graduate employment data we discussed earlier,
a majority of Pitt mathematics PhD’s do not go for an academic position, but
instead seek a job with business, industry or government. In that case, there
is no single marketplace like mathjobs, and so just finding out what jobs are
available can be a task.

The Pitt Career Center is a good place to get some advice about how to
start looking.

There are a number of career fairs you should look into. Employers set
up tables, describe their current openings, collect resumes, look them over and
offer interviews if they are interested. Career fairs can occur online, on campus,
downtown, or at some of the bigger conferences. You should have several copies
of an up-to-date CV with you.

There are a number of online systems designed to help jobseekers, including

� CareerBuilder;

� indeed;

� linkedin;

� monster;

� usajobs (jobs with the US government);

� ziprecruiter;

Typically, these systems ask you to supply information about yourself, and
then let you search through job listings for good matches.

Note that there are a number of companies here in the Pittsburgh area that
might have a job or an internship for a person with a mathematical background,
including Bettis National Laboratory, BNY Mellon, Duolingo, Google, Govini,
KPMG, Meta, PNC, SESCO, UPMC.

6 The CV and other documents

When you apply for a job, there are a number of documents you will be asked
to supply, which might include some of the following:

� a cover letter

� a curriculum vitae or “CV”
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� a resume: highlights of CV that apply to this job;

� a research statement

� a teaching statement

� a diversity statement

� a list of reference letter writers

It’s too early to worry about most of these items, and when it’s time to worry,
you should go to Pitt’s Career Center for help in putting them together.

Even so, a few things are worth mentioning.

� You will want to write a brief (3 paragraph) cover letter customized to
each job; what job you want; why they should be interested in you why
you are interested in them;

� For now, you can think of your CV as just a long itemized list of your grad-
uate career, including classwork, research, teaching, papers, conferences,
awards, internships, fellowships, and membership in professional societies.
Get all this down on paper, keep it updated, and let the Career Center
help you format it later.

� Your teaching statement isn’t restricted to classes you taught. If you are
looking for an academic job, you should try to document any work with
undergraduates, including tutoring, giving a talk to an undergraduate
club, or other projects.

� You need to “cultivate” people who will write you a letter of reference.
Your advisor is a freebie, and you might have another faculty member who
is familiar with your work and appreciates it. But it will be most helpful
if you can list respected people from other institutions who have worked
with you, through collaborations, internships, or other interactions. It
takes time to build up such relationships, but start looking now!

A personal web page is another way to “advertise” yourself. You might list
open problems you are interested in, research activities, computer programs
you have written, talks you have given. Your web page is another way to try
to communicate with the mathematical world; it can give a potential employer
some extra insight beyone the usual formal documents involved in the hiring
process.

Some additional information that should go in your CV includes any pro-
gramming languages you are familiar with. You should take advantage of the
short workshops offered by the Pitt Library on such topics as data visualization,
data frames with R, R Studio, 3D scanning. These skills can help you in your
class and research work, but may also interest a potential employer. If you are
looking for a job in industry, you might want to highlight any experience or
knowledge of actuarial science, financial mathematics, machine learning, proba-
bility, statistics, since these are specific topics that a company may be searching
for.
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7 Conferences, Internships and other Adven-
tures

One thing that impresses employers is any early work experience or activity that
you have already had.

For academic employment, your teaching activity will be looked at carefully.
Were you a tutor, assistanct, grader, or the principal instructor? If you were
an instructor, did you get and report teaching evaluations? Were you involved
with students in any other way, as an adviser, club president, or project leader?
Did you teach a variety of classes, or higher level classes such as calculus III, or
ODE’s?

Research universities will want to know whether you have already had some
productive work, as evidenced by talks you gave at conferences, and papers you
co-authored. They will also consider whether you would be a good fit with their
current research groups. A school with a heavy emphasis on pure mathematics
may hesitate to hire an applied person who would have no one to work with.

Both universities and industry will be very interested in any internships
you worked on. You obviously had to make an extra effort to apply for such
a position, and you were good enough to get it. You had to move out of
your comfort zone, learn a new environment, work with a group, and pick up
some extra skills during that time. These facts make a hiring committee more
comfortable in considering you as a new employee.

As a sort of mini-internship, you should consider taking, or at least sitting
in on Professor Jeff Wheeler’s “BIG Problems” course, where BIG is a com-
mon abbreviation for Business, Industry and Government. The students in
his course essentially play the role of mathematics consultants, visiting various
companies in the area, finding out some problem they have, and working on a
solution. You may see some of the resulting posters in the hallway on the 6th
floor. While you might hesitate to take an undergraduate course, this way of
applying mathematics to real problems represents an extremely attractive skill
to industry.

Many companies offer summer internships, but finding out what’s available
requires searching. Many internships are available through government labs,
such as NASA, NIH, NSA. In particular, the Department of Energy has 17 lab
sites (Los Alamos, Livermore, Oak Ridge, Fermi, ...) all over the country, and
a variety of programs available that offer summer housing and pay, while you
join an ongoing project for several months. Take a look at what’s available at:

https://www.energy.gov/jobs-national-labs
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8 Using the Pitt Career Center

The University offers a career planning service, located at 200 William Pitt
Union, 11am-3pm, and available online at

https://www.studentaffairs.pitt.edu/cdpa/

The center offers information about career fairs, career programs, networking
events, job and internship search, mock interviews, and help with resumes and
cover letters.

You should visit the center, find out about the career fair schedule for this
semester, print your current CV and ask for guidance. If you are close to the
time of looking for jobs, you should also request help with a mock interview, to
make you a little more comfortable with having to explain yourself to strangers.
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